Florida Gets the Shade it
Deserves...AquaCabanas, The World's Coolest
Shade Floats, Available throughout Florida!!
Triton Design, makers of the
AquaCabana and AquaCabana Junior is
pleased to announce that they are now
an authorized Vendor for 240+ Pinch a
Penny Franchises.
EVERYWHERE, FLORIDA, USA, March
22, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -AquaCabanas, the World’s Coolest
Shade Floats, are now available
throughout Florida. Triton Design,
makers of the AquaCabana and
AquaCabana Junior is pleased to
announce that they are now an
authorized Vendor for 240+ Pinch a
Penny Franchises throughout Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas.
AquaCabana Junior Display in Pinch A Penny store
Brett Koehler, President of Triton Design
out of Los Angeles, is excited about the
new relationship and looks forward to expanding and growing alongside Pinch A Penny. “Florida is a
huge market for us, and after meeting many of the store owners and witnessing firsthand how
professional and caring they are toward their customers, I knew Pinch a Penny Pool Stores were the
perfect fit for our AquaCabanas”.
If you are in Florida and want to purchase the AquaCabana or
Junior, you will have to visit your local neighborhood Pinch A
Penny Store as they are the exclusive retailer throughout the
Sunshine State. Erik and Lalla Wiborg, owners of Pinch a
Penny store 112 in Miami Lakes, claim their customers are
always asking them for shade products. According to Erik,
“The AquaCabanas are extremely well made, durable and
provide endless shade and fun…..with all the pools, beaches,
and boats to the sandbars around here, we expect to sell tons of them this season.”
Would you buy a car whose
brakes only work while driving
North? Then why buy a shade
product that only provides
25% shade?”
Brett Koehler

The AquaCabana is the World's only Portable, Kid Friendly, Amphibious, Floating Shade Cabana for
Pools, Beaches, Lakes, and More. The patented AquaCabana with its inflatable hollow base design
and unique upf50+ shade canopy provides over 50 sq. ft. of All Day / All Way Shade.
The AquaCabana Junior launches this spring and is a 2 piece shade float for kids from 9 months to 6
years. There is a separate pop in infant float with mesh seat that the junior AquaCabana is placed

around which provides All Day/ All Way
Protection for the little one’s precious
skin. Once the infant/ toddler seat is no
longer needed, the child has his or her
own Junior AquaCabana for years of
Shade and Fun to follow.
Koehler created the AquaCabanas
because there were no Shade Products
for the water that really worked for more
than an hour per day, if that. According to
Koehler, “The shade provided on all
these other products does not account
for changing sun angles and the rotating
floats in the water. Would you buy a car
whose brakes only work while driving
North? Then why buy a shade product
that only provides 25% shade?”
The AquaCabana and AquaCabana
Junior are a must have for any vacation
or resort stay. They fit in carry-on
luggage and perfect shade options for
the pool and the beach. So, if you are
serious about protecting you and your
family from the sun’s harmful UV rays,
stop by your nearest Pinch A Penny store
(locations) or visit Triton’s website
http://www.FloatingShade.com.
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AquaCabanas are So Cool in the Pool!
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